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He is an energetic speaker on the upcoming demands 
and the business opportunities created by new trends 

and technologies!   
He explains the complex in simple ways, and gets his 

audience  
- from expert to novice - to feel the need to change 

NOW! 

Dietmar Dahmen is a top 
business expert on innovation, 
disruption, trends and 
technologies of the future.

EXPERTISE



. 
His style of presentation is informative, motivating, 

inspiring, entertaining and designed to reach the 
heart of the audience, by creating memorable 

images and moments on stage. 
   

All content can be catered to each client’s specific 
needs. Client-specific messages can be included. 

The slides of the keynote can be custom made to fit 
all kinds of formats , including extra wide, ultra high 

resolution. 

Dietmar  presents in  
English and German. 

Dietmar’s keynotes cover a broad  
range of topics, including:        
disruptive trends and upcoming technologies;   
transformation;                                        the future 
of success; fear and opportunities of change;  
leadership;                               
customer-centric  
sales and marketing as well as  
new global topics including sustainability, 
transparency and the new role of trust.

TOPICS



Dietmar started out as a strategic planner,  and later moved on to become a highly decorated creative.         
He was Creative Director with DDB, Executive Creative Director with Ogilvy, Chief Creative Officer and 
Managing Director with BBDO, working in Hamburg, New York, Munich, Los Angeles and Vienna.

C.V.

Today, Dietmar is the founder and managing director of 
Dietmar Dahmen Brainkicks GmbH and works as a 
professional speaker, author, coach and motivator.                
He helps bring change to global clients, is involved with 
various start-ups and holds the position of Chief Innovation 
Officer with „ecx.io“, an IBM company.  



Text hier eingeben

MEGA STAGE



BIG STAGE



INTIMATE GROUPS



VIRTUAL 
PRESENCE



In-house motivation or 
external event 

An experience that will challenge, motivate, inspire and WOW your team, customers, partners. 

BAMM EVENTS



THANK YOU
www.brainkicks.netwww.dietmardahmen.com

http://www.brainkicks.net
http://www.brainkicks.net

